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Abstract
We provide a short review of existing models with multiple taxis performed by (at least)
one species and consider a new mathematical model for tumor invasion featuring two mutually
exclusive cell phenotypes (migrating and proliferating). The migrating cells perform nonlinear
diffusion and two types of taxis in response to non-diffusing cues: away from proliferating cells
and up the gradient of surrounding tissue. Transitions between the two cell subpopulations are
influenced by subcellular (receptor binding) dynamics, thus conferring the setting a multiscale
character.
We prove global existence of weak solutions to a simplified model version and perform nu-
merical simulations for the full setting under several phenotype switching and motility scenarios.
We also compare (via simulations) this model with the corresponding haptotaxis-chemotaxis
one featuring indirect chemorepellent production and provide a discussion about possible model
extensions and mathematical challenges.
1 Introduction
The growth, development, spread, and even survival of biological organisms and populations are
tightly connected to their environment and its characteristics. A multitude of different biological
and chemical species interact with each other and with their surroundings in order to perform the
mentioned processes. Intra- and interpopulation reciprocities together with environmental hetero-
geneities have a decisive influence on the fate of individuals as well as populations. A prominent
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example is given by the motility and proliferation behavior of cells in response to biochemical and
biophysical cues present in their extracellular space. Not only can these induce a pronounced mi-
gratory bias of the cells towards favorable signals or away from hostile ones (also known as taxis),
but they can even determine their phenotype and interaction strategies. Moreover, cells are able to
modify their environment according to their needs, a behavior which is obvious in higher species.
Since such complex processes and their mutual conditioning scenarios are difficult to assess ex-
perimentally, mathematical models can help understanding the underlying biological mechanisms,
test hypotheses, make predictions, and even suggest new experiments and conjectures. During
the last five decades the scientific community has witnessed an unprecedented development of
mathematical descriptions of problems motivated by life sciences, and to a large extent by cell bi-
ology, triggered among others by Keller and Segel’s work on chemotaxis modeling [44].
Several fine reviews of chemotaxis models are available, see e.g. [2,29,34,72], addressing aspects
of well-posedness, long time behavior, and patterns. Without the pretension of exhaustiveness we
provide a short review of existing models from the perspective of multiple taxis. By the latter we
mean systems of PDEs and ODEs characterizing the evolution of one or several species perceiving
various cues and responding to them. Of these species at least one is biasing its motion according
to at least two tactic signals.
A general framework for macroscopic multiple taxis can be formulated more precisely as
Btui “ ∇ ¨ pai0puq∇uiq ´∇ ¨
˜
m´1ÿ
j“1
aijpuq∇bijpuq
¸
` aimpuq, (1.1)
each such PDE describing the evolution of a subpopulation density ui as component of a tuple
u “ pu1, . . . , uN q of N P N variables representing cell densities, volume fractions of various non-
diffusing constituents of the surrounding environment (e.g., tissue fibers), concentrations of nutri-
ents and chemical signals, etc. Thereby, m P N and the coefficients have the following meaning:
ai0puq ě 0 is the diffusion coefficient, aijpuq and bijpuq for j P t1, . . . ,m´1u describe tactic sensitiv-
ities and signal functions, respectively, and, eventually, aimpuq is the reaction-interaction term. For
multiple taxis there should be N ě 3 and at least one i s.t. the flux in the middle of the right hand
side of (1.1) has at least two nonzero terms with j ‰ i. The review [9] addresses the possibility of
extending this framework upon including nonlocalities in several different ways.
In the following we will classify the available models according to the type of taxis mixtures they
involve. In view of this, we identify the following categories:
(i) multiple chemotaxis, meaning that the tactic population(s) follow and/or are repelled by chem-
ical signals, all of which diffuse;
(ii) mixtures of chemo- and haptotaxis, where some of the tactic signals (all of which are non-
population components of the environment) are diffusing, while the others are not;
(iii) interpopulation movement responses, possibly following further diffusing or non-diffusing tac-
tic signals.
In all these models the tactic cues are produced and/or degraded by the described species. For the
sake of conciseness we only address here settings which feature fully parabolic reaction-diffusion-
taxis PDEs (possibly coupled with ODEs) and exclude parabolic-elliptic systems. We would like,
however, to emphasize that the study of the latter is not of less interest, as it can provide insight into
the ways of handling the (often increased) difficulties related to fully parabolic systems. Moreover,
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it can often deliver results about qualitative behavior of solutions which are out of reach in the fully
parabolic case.
Most models with multiple chemotaxis belonging to category (i) have been introduced in the con-
text of cell populations migrating towards and/or away from chemical cues, see [60,71,73]. A model
for microglia chemotaxis towards three chemoattractants and away from one chemorepellent was
proposed in [81]; in [53, 54] the authors considered a model with attractive-repulsive chemotaxis
with and respectively without (logistic) growth of the tactic population and proved global existence
and uniqueness, along with boundedness and long time behavior of solutions. The setting in [48]
features a kind of reciprocal chemotaxis of macrophages interacting with tumor cells; thereby, the
former follow a chemical produced by the latter, while these in turn follow two signals, one of
which is expressed by themselves (autocrine), while the other is produced by the macrophages
(paracrine).
Further multiple chemotaxis models have been considered in the framework of indirect intra- or
interspieces interactions. For instance, the one in [58] describes the behavior of mountain pine
beetles by dividing the population into one subpopulation which is motile and another, which is
sessile, producing -alone or in interaction with further actors in the environment- the diffusing sig-
nals attracting the former. All mentioned works in category (i) contain numerical studies and (linear)
stability analyses to assess availability and types of patterning which the considered models are
able to describe.
Concerning models in category (ii), the 1D setting introduced by Chaplain and Lolas in [6] is
presumably the first to account for mixed multiple taxis in the motile behavior of one population
responding to diffusive and substrate-bound signals present in its environment. Concretely, it de-
scribes the evolution of tumor cell density using the extracellular matrix (ECM) as a haptoattractant
and moving up gradients of two diffusing chemicals (urokinase plasminogen activator uPA and plas-
minogen activator inhibitor PAI) which the cancer cells produce in order to degrade the surround-
ing tissue, thus enabling invasion. The work, focusing on illustrations -via numerical simulations-
of the combined effects of the addressed taxis and source terms, was followed by a chemotaxis-
haptotaxis multidimensional version [7], which generated a whole avalanche of papers dealing with
the mathematical analysis of several versions therewith, in terms of well-posedness, boundedness,
and asymptotic behavior of solutions.
Haptotaxis is an essential component of cell motility in tissues [4], being also relevant for pat-
tern formation and phenotypic heterogeneity of cells moving through heterogeneous environments
[7, 61, 63]. Chemotaxis-haptotaxis models exhibit supplementary difficulties, as the latter kind of
advection characterizes motility bias towards the gradient of an immovable signal, whose evolution
is described by an ODE. This corresponds to an everywhere degenerate reaction-diffusion PDE
and has no regularizing effect.
Most chemotaxis-haptotaxis models investigated from the above mentioned viewpoint of math-
ematical analysis are versions of the Chaplain-Lolas models [6, 7]. Of these, the vast majority
involves linear diffusion, with constant [3, 10, 40, 41, 74, 75, 88, 90, 92, 93, 101, 105] or solution-
dependent [76,89] taxis sensitivity functions. Cells migrate, however, with finite speed, thus models
with nonlinear cell diffusion were considered, whereby the diffusion coefficient may [55,91,107] or
may not [36, 39, 56, 57, 99, 100] infer some (mild) form of degeneracy. Further (stronger) types of
degeneracy were investigated for pure haptotaxis models in [103,104,109,110].
The model in [69] has a mathematical structure closely related to the Chaplain-Lolas models, but
describes a different biological problem: the migration and growth of endothelial cells following
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concentrations of diffusing tumor angiogenic factors (TAF) and immotile fibronectin. In [30] it was
shown that a simplified 1D version of the chemotaxis-haptotaxis model by Chaplain and Lolas con-
vergences for sufficiently small tissue density to a chemotaxis model with logistic source term.
Results about global boundedness are available under various scenarios for some of the above
models [3, 10, 36, 39–41, 55–57, 75, 76, 93, 99–101, 105, 107]. Whether or not the above type of
models feature remodeling of the haptoattractant seems to essentially influence the long-time be-
havior of the solution, in particular that of tactic cells, as reviewed in [2]; see also [76] for a result
on asymptotics of a chemotaxis-haptotaxis system for tumor angiogenesis. The model recently
introduced in [86] and extending several versions of the Chaplain-Lolas settings [6, 7] describes
chemo-and haptotaxis of a cancer cell population with indirect production of both signals: they are
expressed by a non-diffusing population (of cancer-associated fibroblasts) which is in turn activated
(’produced’) by the tactic one. This indirect signal production prevents solution blow-up -at least in
2D- even when source terms are absent in the species performing taxis.
The multiscale model with chemotaxis and haptotaxis introduced in [67] and further studied in [84]
belongs to this category (ii) as well. It connects the macroscopic evolution of cells with the micro-
scopic dynamics of (some of) their subcellular events, thus leading to a system of strongly coupled
PDEs and ODEs with time delay, acting on two different scales and featuring nonlinear diffusion
and taxis sensitivities. Global existence of weak solutions and some global (non-uniform) bound-
edness have been proved, the issue of uniqueness remaining open. Further multiscale models for
cancer invasion facing similar problems, but involving only one type of taxis, have been proposed
and studied in [66,82,83].
Yet another class of multiscale models with chemo- and haptotaxis was proposed and studied
in [42,43] and readdressed in terms of numerical simulations in [47] and of well-posedness under
more or less restrictive assumptions in [59,70]. The models therein connect macroscopic descrip-
tions of chemoattractant dynamics (reaction-diffusion equations) with mesoscopic kinetic transport
equations for the evolution of cell and tissue density functions and can be seen to belong to the
kinetic theory of active particles (KTAP) developed by Bellomo et al. [1]. For related multiscale
models with multiple chemotaxis -thus falling into category (i)- we refer e.g., to [5]. The way these
settings account for chemo- and haptotaxis is different from their macroscopic counterparts: it can
be through the choice of the turning kernel in the operator characterizing cell reorientations and/or
through the transport terms w.r.t. the kinetic variables and the cell turning rates. However, under
certain conditions it is possible to obtain from such kinetic descriptions in some appropriate, more
or less rigorous macroscopic limit the ’usual’ reaction-diffusion-advection systems with taxis - pos-
sibly with some different type(s) of diffusion. For a recent work in this direction starting from such
multiscale meso-macro formulations and arriving in the (formal) limit at chemotaxis-haptotaxis sys-
tems we refer to [12].
A rather general framework in category (iii) has been proposed in [78]: it characterizes interpopu-
lation movement responses between N ě 2 populations, with mutual avoidance/attraction or taxis
partially influenced by other diffusing population(s), allowing for nonlocalities in the taxis operators.
One model class therein involves multiple taxis, of which one kind is towards a non-diffusing signal
(again via some spatial averaging), thus can be seen as an example belonging to category (ii).
The work [98] describes a population of macrophages following two kinds of bacteria, of which one
is diffusing and the other non-motile. The model provides a rare example of a system with dou-
ble taxis, but without diffusion of the tactic species. Well-posedness studies of such models seem
to be absent; the same applies to the rigorous assessment of asymptotic behavior of their solutions.
In this note we propose a two-scale model for tumor growth and spread in a heterogeneous envi-
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ronment. The tumor itself is supposed to be phenotypically heterogeneous, with a subpopulaton
of moving cells, while the rest are proliferating. The former perform haptotaxis towards increasing
gradients of normal tissue and another taxis, away from aggregates of immotile, proliferating cells.
As such, the model falls into this same category (iii). More details will be provided in Section 2.
To complete this review we should also mention a further category of models which do contain
transport terms biasing the population motility, however without necessarily directly involving gradi-
ents of tactic signals. These are models with nonlocal interactions, e.g. describing cell-cell and/or
cell-tissue adhesions or nonlocal chemotaxis: the motile population(s) perceive(s) signals not only
locally, but in a whole region (usually a ball) around that point. This is described by way of integral
operators and applies not only to space, but possibly to other variables as well, although spatial
nonlocalities are more frequent in the context of tactic motion. While formal passages from non-
local models of this type to classical reaction-diffusion-taxis (so-called ’localizations’) have been
known for a while (see e.g. [21, 28]), a rigorous result was established only recently in [51], which
also contains global existence results for a class of such nonlocal models. Each of the considered
systems features single taxis, but the settings can be generalized to allow for multiple taxis - at
least as far as modeling is concerned. Multiscale nonlocal models with single [15] or multiple [19]
taxis have been considered as well, the latter also proving global existence of weak solutions - the
issues of uniqueness and boundedness remaining open. Another model which can be assigned to
this category has been proposed in [8] in the KTAP framework, however the chemotaxis described
there is towards a given signal without its own dynamics, thus actually leading to single ’genuine’
taxis.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce our multiscale model with
double taxis and prove in Section 3 the global existence of a weak solution to a pure macroscopic
version of it. Section 4 provides a description of several different scenarios of the full model.
In Section 5 we provide a discussion about the model, its results, and its possible extensions.
Finally, the Appendix contains information about the construction of the randomly structured ECM
employed in the simulations and about the numerical method. The supplementary material therein
provides information about video files of some selected simulation experiments.
2 A novel model of tumor invasion with two types of taxis
Cancer cell migration is a well-known characteristic of tumor development and an essential step
in building metastases. It involves a large variety of processes and interactions, of which chemo-
taxis, haptotaxis, avoidance of hypoxic regions, degradation of normal cells and tissue remodeling,
phenotypic heterogeneity and switch are but the most frequently described. They mainly act on
the level of single cells, but are influenced by subcellular events and regulate intercellular behavior,
thus contributing to the evolution of the whole tumor.
Among the many kinds of phenotypic heterogeneity, the go-or-grow dichotomy [23,33,108] is per-
haps closest related to migration and proliferation: it states that moving cells can become non-
motile and proliferate, according to the specific signals they perceive in their environment. This
behavior can deter tumor spread, enhancing instead mitosis and the associated faster cell cycling,
thus potentially having great impact on the sensitivity towards therapy [22, 108]. These facts have
been exploited in several different models for glioma invasion [11, 18, 26, 37, 109] and were con-
firmed therein (at least qualitatively) by numerical simulations.
In this work we propose a model for cancer invasion into the normal tissue (ECM and normal
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cells) which is based on the go-or-grow hypothesis and features two types of taxis: haptotaxis
towards increasing tissue gradients and a drift accounting for interpopulation repellence, meaning
that motile cells have a tendency to avoid proliferating (thus non-migrating) ones. Concretely, we
consider the following (nondimensionalized) equations to describe the dynamics of migrating (m)
and proliferating (p) cell densities interacting mutually and with the extracellular matrix (of density
v):
Btm “∇ ¨
ˆ
Dc
1`mp`mv ` p v
1`m pp` vq ∇m
˙
´∇ ¨ pχ1pm, p, vqm∇vq `∇ ¨ pχ2pm, p, vqm∇pq
` λpy, ζq p´ γpy, ζqm (2.1a)
Btp “µ p p1´ pm` pq ´ vq ´ λpy, ζq p` γpy, ζqm (2.1b)
Btv “´ δ pm` pq v ` µv v p1´ pm` pq ´ vq. (2.1c)
Thereby, the cell motility components in (2.1a) include nonlinear diffusion and taxis. The transitions
λ and γ between the two cancer cell subpopulations are influenced by the amount of cell surface
receptors bound to insoluble ligands in the tumor microenvironment. These bindings account for
cell-cell (variable ζ) and for cell-tissue interactions (variable y). The dynamics of bound receptors
is given by the ’mass action kinetics’ (the total amount of receptors is scaled to 1 and is supposed
to be conserved):
1´ y ´ ζ ` v k`é
k´
y
1´ y ´ ζ `m` p k`é
k´
ζ.
(2.2)
leading to the ODE system
Bty “ k` p1´ y ´ ζq v ´ k´y
Btζ “ k` p1´ y ´ ζq pm` pq ´ k´ζ
+
, (2.3)
where we kept the same notations for the rates k` and k´. In order not to further inflate the set
of parameters we assume that the binding and detachment cell-cell and cell-tissue kinetics have
comparable rates k` and k´.
The migrating cells perform haptotaxis (third term in (2.1a)) and a kind of repellent taxis in the
direction of decreasing p-gradient. The latter aims at describing the fact that tumor cell motility is
triggered (among others) by the cancer cell population growing and rendering the local environment
hostile (e.g., by acidification due to excessive glycolysis, [85,87,95]). Unlike in [19,31,32,82], here
we do not account explicitly for the dynamics of an acidity variable. Instead, we assume that most
of acidity is produced by the proliferating cells and accordingly orient the repellent taxis towards
their negative gradient. Notice that this is not chemotaxis, as the variable p infers neither diffusion
nor transport. The diffusion of m is nonlinear, being influenced by all model variables. The diffusion
coefficient is assumed to be proportional to all mutual interactions, its effect being, however, limited
by the moving cells interacting with the proliferating cells and with the surrounding tissue, i.e. we
account for a ’saturation’ in this interplay. Here we focus on investigating the effects of the two types
of taxis, therefore we also require the diffusion coefficient to stay positive, as degenerate diffusion
in connection with haptotaxis can be quite challenging by itself, see e.g. [55, 104, 107, 109, 110].
Both types of tumor cells degrade the tissue and limit both tissue regeneration and cancer prolifer-
ation in a logistic-like way.
The taxis sensitivity coefficients χ1 and χ2 are obtained as follows: The receptor binding dynamics
(subcellular scale) is much faster than cell migration and proliferation on the population scale,
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therefore we assume that it equilibrates rapidly, so that we may consider just the steady states of
the variables y and ζ. With the notation kD :“ k´k` , these equilibrium states are obtained from (2.3):
y¯ “ 1
kD `m` p` v v
ζ¯ “ 1
kD `m` p` v pm` pq
,//.//- . (2.4)
Accordingly we may consider the taxis sensitivity functions to depend on these equilibria reminding
of Michaelis-Menten type kinetics, and concretely take
χ1pm, p, vq “ y¯, χ2pm, p, vq “ ζ¯. (2.5)
Alternatively we could choose
χ1pm, p, vq “ ξ1Bvy¯ “ ξ1 kD `m` ppkD `m` p` vq2
χ2pm, p, vq “ ξ2Bpζ¯ “ ξ2 kD ` vpkD `m` p` vq2
,//.//- , (2.6)
in order to emphasize that the tactic sensitivity of migrating cells to tissue is basically due to the
v-variation of receptor binding state to ECM, whereas for the sensitivity to proliferating cells only
variations of ζ¯ with respect to p are relevant.
Observe that considering the equilibrium states instead of the full dynamics of the receptor binding
kinetics allows us to reduce the original two-scale problem to a pure macroscopic one. Thereby,
the transition rates λ and γ are assumed as well to depend only on y¯, ζ¯, so they can be written as
nonlinear (but regular and bounded) functions of the macroscopic variables m, p, v. The model can
be seen as an extension of those with only haptotaxis considered in [83, 109]. Here, however, we
do not account for decay of either cell population due to therapy (as in [83]) and in contrast to [109]
explicitly avoid degeneracy of diffusion for the migrating cells (by adding 1 to the numerator in the
specific form of Dpm, p, vq). Without this simplification the degeneracy occurs whenever at least
two of the solution components vanish - unlike in [109], which featured strong double degeneracy
(for which vanishing of one involved solution component was enough).
Including in the model the two subpopulations with their phenotypic switch leads to mathematical
challenges in connection with the twofold effects of moving cells: besides directly degrading the
tissue they act on the one hand as a source for the proliferating cells and on the other hand
contribute directly to their own decay and indirectly (via p) to tissue depletion. Neither the p-
cells nor the tissue are motile, in particular no regularization by diffusion terms can be expected:
this problem typically encountered when dealing with haptotaxis now extends to the interspecies
repellence. For the proof of global existence of solutions to (2.1) we will restrain to a version of the
model which features simpler forms than (2.5) and constant transition rates λ, γ. The numerical
simulations will be performed, however, also for the more general function choices mentioned
above.
3 Global existence of weak solutions
In this section we show the global existence of (at least) a weak solution to the following simplified
version of (2.1), where we choose χ1pm, p, vq :“ c1v1`v and assume that χ2 ” c2, λ, and γ are con-
stant. In particular, the restrictions concerning χ2 are quite severe. Although some choices of the
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form χ2 “ χ2ppq are possible as well (see the remarks after Theorem 3.2 and before Lemma 3.10),
these seem to be less appropriate from the viewpoint of the biological problem addressed by this
model than χ2 being constant. Hence, we consider$’’&’’%
Btm “ ∇ ¨ pDpm, p, vq∇mq ´∇ ¨
´
c1v
1`vm∇v
¯
`∇ ¨ pc2m∇pq ` λp´ γm,
Btp “ µp p1´ pm` pq ´ η1vq ´ λp` γm,
Btv “ ´αmv ´ βpv ` µvvp1´ vq,
(3.1)
for px, tq P Ωˆ p0,8q endowed with no-flux boundary conditions
Dpm, p, vq Bνm´ c1v
1` vm Bνv ` c2m Bνp “ 0, x P BΩ, t ą 0, (3.2)
and initial conditions
mpx, 0q “ m0pxq, ppx, 0q “ p0pxq vpx, 0q “ v0pxq, x P Ω, (3.3)
where Ω Ă Rn is a bounded domain with smooth boundary and ν denotes the outward unit normal
on BΩ. We assume that
m0 P C0pΩ¯q, p0, v0 PW 1,2pΩq X C0pΩ¯q, with m0 ě 0, p0 ě 0, v0 ě 0 in Ω¯, (3.4)
that for any A ą 0 and L ą 0 there exist positive constants C1 and C2 such that
D P C3pr0,8q3q XW 2,8pr0,8q ˆ r0, As ˆ r0, Lsq,
0 ă C2 ď Dpm, p, vq ď C1 for all pm, p, vq P r0,8q ˆ r0, As ˆ r0, Ls,
(3.5)
and that the parameters c1, c2, λ, γ, µ, η1, µv, α :“ δ ` µvη2, and β :“ δ ` µvη2 are positive.
Similarly to [83, 84], we will use the following concept of weak solution, where we formally rewrite
∇m “ 2?1`m ¨∇?1`m in view of the compactness results proved below.
Definition 3.1. Let T P p0,8q. A weak solution to (3.1)–(3.3) consists of non-negative functions
m P L1pp0, T q;L2pΩqq with ?1`m P L2pp0, T q;W 1,2pΩqq and?
m∇p,?m∇v P L2pΩˆ p0, T qq, p, v P L8pΩˆ p0, T qq X L2pp0, T q;W 1,2pΩqq,
such that for all ϕ P C80 pΩ¯ˆ r0, T qq
´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mBtϕ´
ż
Ω
m0ϕp¨, 0q “ ´2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpm, p, vq?1`m ∇?1`m ¨∇ϕ
`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c1v
1` vm∇v ¨∇ϕ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2m∇p ¨∇ϕ`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
pλp´ γmqϕ, (3.6)
´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
pBtϕ´
ż
Ω
p0ϕp¨, 0q “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
!
µp p1´ pm` pq ´ η1vq ´ λp` γm
)
ϕ, (3.7)
´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
vBtϕ´
ż
Ω
v0ϕp¨, 0q “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
!
´ αmv ´ βpv ` µvvp1´ vq
)
ϕ (3.8)
are fulfilled. pm, p, vq is called a global weak solution to (3.1)–(3.3), if it is a weak solution in
Ωˆ p0, T q for all T ą 0.
The main result of this section is the global existence in the weak sense defined above.
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Theorem 3.2. Let Ω Ă Rn be a bounded domain with smooth boundary, n ď 3, and let (3.4) and
(3.5) be satisfied along with 0 ă c2 ă 4γC2µA2 , where C2 ą 0 is defined in (3.5) according to A and
L from Lemma 3.4 below. Then there exists a global weak solution to (3.1)–(3.3) in the sense of
Definition 3.1 satisfying in addition
m P L8pp0,8q, L1pΩqq, p, v P L8pΩˆ p0,8qq.
This result has been proved in the Master thesis [52] in case of c1 “ 1 and is in fact valid for more
general coefficients χ2. Apart from the restriction χ2 “ χ2ppq satisfying 0 ă χ2ppq ď c2 in r0,8q for
some c2 small enough, in particular
χ22ppq ě 2pχ
1
2ppqq2
χ2ppq , p ě 0,
has to be satisfied (see the proof of [52, Lemma 2.12]). Hence, χ2 has to be convex, which is not
true for the favorable choice of an increasing χ2 with saturation for large p. It remains open whether
the global existence can be proved for a class of saturating functions χ2.
Our proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the method from [83] where the method from [84] has been
adapted to the case of a splitted cancer cell population in presence of haptotaxis. As compared to
the previous settings the repellent taxis described by the term `∇ ¨ pc2m∇pq is included. The main
difficulty is that now both ODEs for p and v are coupled to the PDE for m via a taxis mechanism.
Although the new term describes a repellent taxis, it seems to imply further restrictions concerning
global existence. The smallness condition on c2 in our method stems from the presence of m in the
second equation of (3.1) in two terms with different sign (see the comment before Lemma 3.10),
while in the third equation of (3.1) m only appears with the favorable sign and no smallness con-
dition on c1 is needed here. To the best of our knowledge this is the first global existence result in
the presence of attracting and repellent taxis terms coupled to two different ODEs.
In order to prove the global existence result, for ε P p0, 1q we first introduce the following regularized
approximations of (3.1)–(3.3)$’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’%
Btmε “ ∇ ¨ pDpmε, pε, vεq∇mεq ´∇ ¨
´
c1vε
1`vεmε∇vε
¯
`∇ ¨ pc2mε∇pεq ` λpε ´ γmε ´ εmθε, x P Ω, t ą 0,
Btpε “ ε∆pε ` µpε p1´ pmε ` pεq ´ η1vεq ´ λpε ` γmε, x P Ω, t ą 0,
Btvε “ ε∆vε ´ αmεvε ´ βpεvε ` µvvεp1´ vεq, x P Ω, t ą 0,
Bνmε “ Bνpε “ Bνvε “ 0, x P BΩ, t ą 0,
mεpx, 0q “ m0εpxq, pεpx, 0q “ p0εpxq, vεpx, 0q “ v0εpxq, x P Ω,
(3.9)
where θ ą maxt2, nu is a fixed parameter and the families of functions m0ε, p0ε, and v0ε, ε P p0, 1q,
are assumed to satisfy
m0ε, p0ε, v0ε P C3pΩ¯q, m0ε ą 0, p0ε ą 0, v0ε ą 0 in Ω¯,
Bνm0ε “ Bνp0ε “ Bνv0ε “ 0 on BΩ
(3.10)
for all ε P p0, 1q and
m0ε Ñ m0 in C0pΩ¯q, p0ε Ñ p0 and v0ε Ñ v0 in W 1,2pΩq X C0pΩ¯q (3.11)
as εŒ 0.
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Throughout this section we assume that (3.4), (3.5), (3.10), and (3.11) are fulfilled. Then for each
of the approximate problems (3.9) we prove the global existence of a classical solution in Sec-
tion 3.1. In Section 3.2 we construct an entropy-type functional for (3.9) which is quasi-dissipative
in a certain sense. The latter enables us to prove appropriate compactness properties and the
existence of a global weak solution to the original problem in Section 3.3.
3.1 Global existence for the approximate problems
In a first step we obtain the local existence for (3.9).
Lemma 3.3. For any ε P p0, 1q there exist Tε P p0,8s as well as positive functions mε, pε, vε P
C2,1pΩ ˆ r0, Tεqq solving (3.9) in the classical sense in Ω ˆ p0, Tεq. Furthermore, if Tε ă 8 is
fulfilled, then we have for all β P p0, 1q
lim sup
tÕTε
!
}mεp¨, tq}C2`βpΩq ` }pεp¨, tq}C2`βpΩq ` }vεp¨, tq}C2`βpΩq
)
ă 8. (3.12)
Proof. A detailed proof is given in [52, Theorem 2.2]. It relies on the fixed point argument from [84,
Lemma 3.1] with the modifications described in [83, Lemma 3.4].
The next lemma contains several elementary estimates which are uniform with respect to ε P p0, 1q.
Lemma 3.4. For any ε P p0, 1q, the following estimates are satisfied:
0 ă pεpx, tq ď A :“ max
#
sup
εPp0,1q
}p0ε}L8pΩq, 1´ λµ,
γ
µ
+
, x P Ω¯, t P r0, Tεq, (3.13)
0 ă vεpx, tq ď L :“ max
#
sup
εPp0,1q
}v0ε}L8pΩq, 1
+
, x P Ω¯, t P r0, Tεq, (3.14)ż
Ω
mεpx, tqdx ď B :“ max
#
sup
εPp0,1q
ż
Ω
m0ε,
λA|Ω|
γ
+
, t P p0, Tεq, (3.15)
ε
ż t`1
t
ż
Ω
mθεpx, sqdxds ď B ` λA|Ω|, t P p0, Tε ´ 1q. (3.16)
Proof. Since Lemma 3.3 provides the strict positivity of all solution components, the comparison
principle applied to the second and third equation of (3.9) yields (3.13) and (3.14), where A, L and
B are finite due to (3.11). Then, integrating the first equation of (3.9), we have
d
dt
ż
Ω
mε ď λA|Ω| ´ γ
ż
Ω
mε ´ ε
ż
Ω
mθε, t P p0, Tεq,
from which we deduce (3.15) and, after another integration, (3.16).
Next we obtain the global existence for the approximate problems like in [84, Section 3.3]. For the
sake of completeness we provide an outline of the proof focusing on the influence of the new taxis
term.
Lemma 3.5. For each ε P p0, 1q the solution to (3.9) exists globally in time with Tε “ 8.
Proof. We fix ε P p0, 1q as well as T ą 0 and define pTε :“ mintT, Tεu. Lemma 3.4 implies that mε P
LθpΩˆ p0, pTεqq and therefore also that gε :“ µpε p1´ pmε ` pεq ´ η1vεq ´ λpε ` γmε is bounded in
LθpΩˆp0, pTεqq. In view of θ ą maxt2, nu, we have the continuous embedding W 2,θpΩq ãÑW 1,8pΩq
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and may apply well-known results on maximal Sobolev regularity to the second equation of (3.9)
(see [27]) to obtainż xTε
0
}∇pεp¨, tq}2L8pΩqdt ď CpT q
˜
1`
ż xTε
0
}pεp¨, tq}θW 2,θpΩqdt
¸
ď C3pε, T q. (3.17)
Similarly, by choosing C3pε, T q large enough, we further haveż xTε
0
}∇vεp¨, tq}2L8pΩqdt ď C3pε, T q. (3.18)
Then with A and L as provided by Lemma 3.4, we have Dpmε, pε, vεq ě C2 ą 0 for all px, tq P
Ω ˆ p0, pTεq due to (3.5). Hence, multiplying the first equation in (3.9) by mq´1ε , dropping non-
negative terms and using integration by parts, Young’s inequality and Lemma 3.4, we have for
fixed q ą 1
1
q
d
dt
ż
Ω
mqε ď ´pq ´ 1qC2
ż
Ω
mq´2ε |∇mε|2 ` pq ´ 1q
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vεm
q´1
ε ∇vε ¨∇mε
´pq ´ 1q
ż
Ω
c2m
q´1
ε ∇pε ¨∇mε ` λA
ż
Ω
mq´1ε
ď pq ´ 1q
C2
´
c21}∇vεp¨, tq}2L8pΩq ` c22}∇pεp¨, tq}2L8pΩq
¯ ż
Ω
mqε
`λA
ˆ
|Ω| `
ż
Ω
mqε
˙
, t P p0, pTεq.
Then an ODE comparison principle in conjunction with (3.17) and (3.18) impliesż
Ω
mqεp¨, tq ď C4pε, q, T q, t P p0, pTεq, (3.19)
as well as gε P L8pp0, pTεq, LqpΩqq for any q ą 1 since pε and vε are bounded. But then smoothing
properties of the Neumann heat semigroup (see e.g. [35, Lemma 4.1]) applied to the second and
third equation of (3.9) yield
}∇pεp¨, tq}L8pΩq ` }∇vεp¨, tq}L8pΩq ď C5pε, T q, t P p0, pTεq,
the argument for vε being similar. Using this estimate and (3.19) together with parabolic Ho¨lder and
Schauder estimates, we finally conclude that (3.12) cannot be valid so that Tε “ 8 by Lemma 3.3
(see the proofs of [84, Lemma 3.11] and [52, Lemma 2.5] for details).
3.2 An entropy-type functional
An essential step towards the existence of a global weak solution to the original problem (3.1)–
(3.3) is the following estimate stemming from an entropy-type functional. Its proof is the aim of this
section.
Proposition 3.6. Let T ą 0 and 0 ă c2 ă 4γC2µA2 , where C2 ą 0 is defined in (3.5) according to A and
L from Lemma 3.4. Then there exists a constant CpT q ą 0 such that for any ε P p0, 1q the solution
to (3.9) satisfies
sup
tPp0,T q
"ż
Ω
mε lnmε `
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε `
ż
Ω
|∇pε|2
*
`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2 `
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2 ` ε
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q ď CpT q. (3.20)
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We prove this result by showing the existence of an entropy-type functional via a number of integral
estimates. To this end, we use the strategy from [83, Section 3.2] which is an adaptation of the
strategy established in [84, Section 4] to the setting with a splitted cancer cell population. The main
difference here is that (3.9) contains two taxis terms which are both coupled to ODEs.
First we study the evolution of the first integral in (3.20) like in [83, Lemma 3.9].
Lemma 3.7. There exists C ą 0 such that for any ε P p0, 1q and all t ą 0 we have
d
dt
ż
Ω
mε lnmε `
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
` ε
2
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q
ď
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vε∇mε ¨∇vε ´
ż
Ω
c2∇mε ¨∇pε ` C. (3.21)
Proof. As mε is positive (see Lemma 3.3) we deduce from the first equation of (3.9) along with
Lemma 3.4 that
d
dt
ż
Ω
mε lnmε “
ż
Ω
plnmεBtmε ` Btmεq
“ ´
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
`
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vε∇mε ¨∇vε ´
ż
Ω
c2∇mε ¨∇pε
`
ż
Ω
λpε lnmε ´
ż
Ω
γmε lnmε ´ ε
ż
Ω
mθε lnmε `
ż
Ω
λpε
´
ż
Ω
γmε ´ ε
ż
Ω
mθε
ď ´
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
`
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vε∇mε ¨∇vε ´
ż
Ω
c2∇mε ¨∇pε
`λAB ` γ |Ω|
e
´ ε
2
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q ` C3 ` λA|Ω| for all t ą 0.
In the last step we have usedż
Ω
λpε lnmε ď λ
ż
tmεě1u
pε lnmε ď λA
ż
tmεě1u
mε ď λAB
as well as ξ ln ξ ě ´1e for all ξ ą 0 and that there is some C3 ą 0 such that ´ξθ ln ξ ď ´12ξθ lnpξ `
2q ` C3 holds for all ξ ą 0 (see [84, Lemma 4.2]). This completes the proof.
Next, we use the third and second equation of (3.9) in order to cancel the first two terms on the
right-hand side of (3.21). As the haptotaxis term and the equation for vε are the same as in [83],
we may directly use the results of [83] for the specific choice κεpx, tq ” c1. The precise results are
stated in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. For any ε P p0, 1q we have
Bt c1|∇vε|
2
1` vε ď 2ε
c1
1` vε∇vε ¨∇∆vε ´ ε
c1
p1` vεq2 |∇vε|
2∆vε ´ 2α c1vε
1` vε∇mε ¨∇vε
`β
2c1
2µv
|∇pε|2 ´ 2αc1mε |∇vε|
2
p1` vεq2 ` 2µvc1
|∇vε|2
1` vε (3.22)
for all x P Ω, t ą 0.
Proof. This is [83, Lemma 3.10] with the choice κε ” c1.
When (3.22) is integrated, the first two terms on the right-hand side are estimated according to the
following lemma.
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Lemma 3.9. For any T ą 0 there is CpT q ą 0 such that for each ε P p0, 1q we have
2ε
ż
Ω
c1
1` vε∇vε ¨∇∆vε ´ ε
ż
Ω
c1
p1` vεq2 |∇vε|
2∆vε ď εCpT q
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε (3.23)
for all t P p0, T q.
Proof. This is proved in [83, Lemma 3.11] with the choice κε ” c1.
In order to cancel the second term on the right-hand side of (3.21) we use ideas from the proofs
of the two previous lemmas, but now for the second equation of (3.9). In the latter equation the
switching term `γmε is used to cancel the mentioned term, while the term ´µpεmε in the logistic
proliferation term has the opposite sign and results in an additional term containing |∇mε|2 on the
right-hand side of (3.24), which can only be compensated by the diffusion term in the first equation
of (3.9) if c2 is sufficiently small. Only here we need the restrictions that χ2, λ, and γ are constant
(the non-constant χ2ppq :“ c21`p has been investigated in [52, Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12]).
Lemma 3.10. Let η P p0, 2q be arbitrary. Then for any ε P p0, 1q we have
Bt
`
c2|∇pε|2
˘ ď 2εc2∇pε ¨∇∆pε ` 2c2γ∇mε ¨∇pε ` 3c2µ|∇pε|2
`c2µη21A2p1` Lq |∇vε|
2
1` vε `
c2µA
2
2´ η
|∇mε|2
mε
´ ηc2µmε|∇pε|2 (3.24)
for all x P Ω, t ą 0, where A and L are defined in Lemma 3.4.
Proof. As pε P C8pΩ ˆ p0,8qq by parabolic regularity theory, we may use the second equation of
(3.9) as well as Lemma 3.4 and Young’s inequality to obtain
Bt
`
c2|∇pε|2
˘ “ 2c2∇pε ¨∇pBtpεq
“ 2εc2∇pε ¨∇∆pε ` 2c2µ|∇pε|2 ´ 2c2µmε|∇pε|2 ´ 2c2µpε∇mε ¨∇pε
´4c2µpε|∇pε|2 ´ 2c2µη1vε|∇pε|2 ´ 2c2µη1pε∇vε ¨∇pε ´ 2c2λ|∇pε|2
`2c2γ∇mε ¨∇pε
ď 2εc2∇pε ¨∇∆pε ` 2c2γ∇mε ¨∇pε ` 2c2µ|∇pε|2 ´ 2c2µmε|∇pε|2
`2c2µA|∇mε ¨∇pε| ` 2c2µη1A|∇vε ¨∇pε|
ď 2εc2∇pε ¨∇∆pε ` 2c2γ∇mε ¨∇pε ` 3c2µ|∇pε|2 ´ ηc2µmε|∇pε|2
`c2µA
2
2´ η
|∇mε|2
mε
` c2µη21A2|∇vε|2
for all x P Ω and t ą 0. Using the estimate 1 ď 1`L1`vε from Lemma 3.4 in the last term, the claim is
proved.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.9, we next estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (3.24).
Lemma 3.11. There is C ą 0 such that for all ε P p0, 1q we have
2εc2
ż
Ω
∇pε ¨∇∆pε ď εc2C
ż
Ω
|∇pε|2 for all t ą 0. (3.25)
Proof. We use the ideas from [83, Lemma 3.11]. As BΩ is smooth, by [68, Lemma 4.2] there
exists cΩ ą 0 depending only on the curvatures of Ω such that Bν |∇pε|2 ď cΩ|∇pε|2 on BΩ, since
pε P C2,1pΩˆ p0,8qq by Lemma 3.3 and Bνpε “ 0 on BΩ. Integrating by parts, we get
2εc2
ż
Ω
∇pε ¨∇∆pε “ ´2εc2
ż
Ω
ˇˇ
D2pε
ˇˇ2 ` εc2 ż
BΩ
Bν |∇pε|2dσ
ď ´2εc2
ż
Ω
ˇˇ
D2pε
ˇˇ2 ` εc2cΩ ż
BΩ
|∇pε|2dσ for all t ą 0.
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Next, we fix r P p0, 12q, and define a :“ r ` 12 P p0, 1q. In view of the compact embedding
W r` 12 ,2pΩq ãÑ L2pBΩq (see [25, Proposition 4.22(ii) and Theorem 4.24(i)]) and the fractional Gagliardo-
Nirenberg inequality (see [38, Lemma 2.5]) and Young’s inequality, we further obtain
εc2cΩ
ż
BΩ
|∇pε|2dσ ď εc2C3}∇pε}2
W r`
1
2 ,2pΩq
ď εc2C4
´
}∇|∇pε|}2aL2pΩq}∇pε}2p1´aqL2pΩq ` }∇pε}2L2pΩq
¯
ď 2εc2}∇|∇pε|}2L2pΩq ` εc2C5}∇pε}2L2pΩq
ď 2εc2}D2pε}2L2pΩq ` εc2C5}∇pε}2L2pΩq for all t ą 0,
where the latter estimate follows from ∇|∇pε| “ D2pε¨∇pε|∇pε| . A combination with the previous estimate
completes the proof.
Now we are in a position to prove Proposition 3.6, if c2 is sufficiently small. We use the ideas
from [84, Lemma 4.1] and [83, Proposition 3.8].
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We fix ε P p0, 1q and T ą 0 and note that none of the constants Ci
below depends on ε, while we indicate dependence on T . Combining (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain
d
dt
ż
Ω
c1|∇vε|2
1` vε ` 2αc1
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2 ď ´2α
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vε∇mε ¨∇vε
`C3pT q
ˆż
Ω
|∇pε|2 `
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε
˙
for all t P p0, T q with some C3pT q ą 0. Multiplying this inequality by 12α and adding it to (3.21), we
get C4 ą 0 such that
d
dt
"ż
Ω
mε lnmε ` c1
2α
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε
*
`
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
` c1
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2
`ε
2
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q
ď ´
ż
Ω
c2∇mε ¨∇pε ` C3pT q
2α
ˆż
Ω
|∇pε|2 `
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε
˙
` C4 (3.26)
for all t P p0, T q. Next, let C2 ą 0 be as defined in (3.5) according to A and L from Lemma 3.4.
Since c2 ă 4γC2µA2 , there is η P p0, 2q such that ξ :“ 1 ´ c2µA
2
2γp2´ηqC2 ą 0 is fulfilled. Choosing this η in
(3.24) and combining the latter with (3.25), we have
d
dt
ż
Ω
c2|∇pε|2 ` ηc2µ
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2 ď 2c2γ
ż
Ω
∇mε ¨∇pε ` c2µA
2
2´ η
ż
Ω
|∇mε|2
mε
`C5
ˆż
Ω
|∇pε|2 `
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε
˙
for all t P p0, T q with some C5 ą 0. Multiplying this inequality by 12γ and adding it to (3.26), in view
of (3.5) we have
d
dt
"ż
Ω
mε lnmε ` c1
2α
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε `
c2
2γ
ż
Ω
|∇pε|2
*
` ξ
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
`c1
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2 `
ηc2µ
2γ
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2 ` ε
2
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q
ď C6pT q
ˆż
Ω
|∇pε|2 `
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε
˙
` C4 (3.27)
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for all t P p0, T q with some C6pT q ą 0. Defining the non-negative functions
Eεptq :“
ż
Ω
mε lnmε ` c1
2α
ż
Ω
|∇vε|2
1` vε `
c2
2γ
ż
Ω
|∇pε|2 ` 2|Ω|
e
,
Dεptq :“ ξ
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
` c1
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2 `
ηc2µ
2γ
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2
` ε
2
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q
for t ě 0, we conclude from (3.27) that there exists C7pT q ą 0 such that
d
dt
Eεptq `Dεptq ď C7pT qEεptq for all t P p0, T q.
As supεPp0,1q Eεp0q is finite by (3.11), in view of the non-negativity of Dε and Eε two integrations show
that there is C8pT q ą 0 such that
sup
tPp0,T q
Eεptq ď C8pT q and
ż T
0
Dεptqdt ď C8pT q.
This completes the proof of (3.20).
3.3 Global weak solution to the original problem (3.1)–(3.3)
We will derive appropriate compactness properties for the solutions to (3.9) which imply their con-
vergence to a global weak solution of the original problem (3.1)–(3.3). As a basis we will use
estimate (3.20) stemming from the entropy-type functional Eε. The proofs mainly rely on the ideas
from [83, Section 3.3] where the method from [84, Section 5] has been adapted to the case of a
splitted cancer cell population.
First we prove properties of mε similarly to [83, Lemma 3.14].
Lemma 3.12. Let T ą 0 be arbitrary. There exists a constant CpT q ą 0 such that for any ε P p0, 1qż T
0
}a1`mεp¨, tq}2W 1,2pΩqdt ď CpT q (3.28)
is satisfied. Moreover, p?1`mεqεPp0,1q is strongly precompact in L2pp0, T q;LqpΩqq for any q P p1, 6q
and pmεqεPp0,1q is strongly precompact in L1pp0, T q;L2pΩqq.
Proof. In view of (3.5), Lemma 3.4, and Proposition 3.6 there is C3pT q ą 0 such thatż T
0
}?1`mε}2W 1,2pΩq “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
p1`mεq ` 1
4
ż T
0
ż
Ω
|∇mε|2
1`mε
ď T p|Ω| `Bq ` 1
4C2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
ď C3pT q
and (3.28) is proved. Next, we fix k P N such that k ą n`22 and obtainż T
0
}Bt
a
1`mεp¨, tq}pWk,20 pΩqq˚dt ď C4pT q (3.29)
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with some C4pT q ą 0 like in the proof of [83, Lemma 3.14]. Indeed, for fixed Ψ P C80 pΩq we get
from the first equation of (3.9) and integration by parts
2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Bt
?
1`mεΨ
“ 1
2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq
p1`mεq 32
|∇mε|2Ψ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq
p1`mεq 12
∇mε ¨∇Ψ
´1
2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c1vεmε
p1` vεqp1`mεq 32
∇mε ¨∇vεΨ`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c1vεmε
p1` vεqp1`mεq 12
∇vε ¨∇Ψ
`1
2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2mε
p1`mεq 32
∇mε ¨∇pεΨ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2mε
p1`mεq 12
∇pε ¨∇Ψ
`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
´
λpε ´ γmε ´ εmθε
¯ Ψ?
1`mε
ď C5pT q}Ψ}W 1,8pΩq. (3.30)
Therein, all the terms except those containing c2 can be estimated like in the proof of [83, Lemma 3.14],
while for the remaining terms (3.5), Lemma 3.4, and Proposition 3.6 imply
1
2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2mε
p1`mεq 32
∇mε ¨∇pεΨ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2mε
p1`mεq 12
∇pε ¨∇Ψ
ď 1
4
}Ψ}L8pΩq
ż T
0
ż
Ω
ˆ
c22|∇pε|2 ` |∇mε|
2
1`mε
˙
` 1
2
}∇Ψ}L8pΩq
ż T
0
ż
Ω
`
mε ` c22|∇pε|2
˘
ď 1
4
}Ψ}W 1,8pΩq
ˆ
3c22
ż T
0
ż
Ω
|∇pε|2 ` 1
C2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq |∇mε|
2
mε
` 2TB
˙
ď C6pT q}Ψ}W 1,8pΩq.
Since the embedding W k,20 pΩq ãÑW 1,8pΩq is continuous due to k ą n`22 , (3.29) follows from (3.30)
and ż T
0
}Bt
a
1`mεp¨, tq}pWk,20 pΩqq˚dt “
ż T
0
sup
ΨPC80 pΩq,}Ψ}Wk,20 pΩq
ď1
ż
Ω
Bt
a
1`mεp¨, tqΨ.
For q P p1, 6q we deduce the strong precompactness of p?1`mεqεPp0,1q in L2pp0, T q;LqpΩqq from
the Aubin-Lions Lemma (see e.g. Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.1 in Chapter III of [94]), since (3.28)
and (3.29) yield the boundedness of p?1`mεqεPp0,1q in L2pp0, T q;W 1,2pΩqq and of pBt
?
1`mεqεPp0,1q
in L1pp0, T q; pW k,20 pΩqq˚q, while W 1,2pΩq ãÑ LqpΩq is compact and LqpΩq ãÑ pW k,20 pΩqq˚ is continu-
ous due to n ď 3 and k ą n`22 . Finally, the strong precompactness of pmεqεPp0,1q in L1pp0, T q;L2pΩqq
is a consequence of the case q “ 4 and mε ě 0.
For pε and vε we have the following result.
Lemma 3.13. Let T ą 0 be arbitrary. There exists a constant CpT q ą 0 such that for any ε P p0, 1q
sup
tPp0,T q
"ż
Ω
|∇pεp¨, tq|2 `
ż
Ω
|∇vεp¨, tq|2
*
ď CpT q (3.31)
is fulfilled. Furthermore, ppεqεPp0,1q and pvεqεPp0,1q are strongly precompact in L2pΩˆ p0, T qq.
Proof. (3.31) is a consequence of Proposition 3.6, since Lemma 3.4 implies |∇vε|2 ď p1`Lq |∇vε|21`vε .
Then (3.31) and Lemma 3.4 yield the boundedness of ppεqεPp0,1q and pvεqεPp0,1q in L2pp0, T q;W 1,2pΩqq,
while the boundedness of the respective time derivatives in L1pp0, T q; pW k,20 pΩqq˚q for k ą n`22 can
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be shown similarly to (3.30). Finally, like in the proof of Lemma 3.12 we obtain the claimed com-
pactness properties from the Aubin-Lions Lemma.
Finally, we are in a position to prove the existence of a global weak solution to (3.1)–(3.3) by relying
on the ideas of the proofs of [84, Theorem 1.1] and [83, Theorem 3.2].
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Due to Lemmas 3.4, 3.12, and 3.13 there exist non-negative functions
m, p, and v satisfying the regularity properties stated in Definition 3.1 and claimed in Theorem 3.2
such that along an appropriate sequence ε “ εj Œ 0 as j Ñ8 for any T ą 0
lε Ñ l strongly in L2pΩˆ p0, T qq and a.e. in Ωˆ p0,8q, for l P t?1`m, p, vu,
mε Ñ m strongly in L1pp0, T q;L2pΩqq and a.e. in Ωˆ p0,8q,
∇?1`mε á ∇?1`m, ∇pε á ∇p, and ∇vε á ∇v weakly in L2pΩˆ p0, T qq,
?
mε∇pε á ?m∇p and ?mε∇vε á ?m∇v weakly in L2pΩˆ p0, T qq
(3.32)
are fulfilled. Here the last two convergences are consequences of
?
mε Ñ ?m strongly in L2pΩˆ
p0, T qq (and a.e.) as well as ∇pε á ∇p and ∇vε á ∇v weakly in L2pΩ ˆ p0, T qq, since we obtain
from Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.4 thatż T
0
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2 `
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mε|∇vε|2 ď
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mε|∇pε|2 ` p1` Lq2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mε
|∇vε|2
p1` vεq2 ď C3pT q
holds for all ε P p0, 1q with some C3pT q ą 0. Fixing T ą 0 and ϕ P C80 pΩˆ r0, T qq, the first equation
in (3.9) along with integration by parts implies that
´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mεBtϕ´
ż
Ω
m0εϕp¨, 0q
“ ´2
ż T
0
ż
Ω
Dpmε, pε, vεq
?
1`mε∇
?
1`mε ¨∇ϕ`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c1vε
1` vε
?
mε
?
mε∇vε ¨∇ϕ
´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
c2
?
mε
?
mε∇pε ¨∇ϕ`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
pλpε ´ γmεqϕ´ ε
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mθεϕ (3.33)
for all ε P p0, 1q. Passing to the limit ε “ εj Œ 0, we deduce from (3.32), (3.5), and (3.11) that each
of the terms in (3.33) except the last one converges to the respective term of (3.6). Therein we used
the strong convergences Dpmε, pε, vεq?1`mε Ñ Dpm, p, vq?1`m and c1vε1`vε
?
mε Ñ c1v1`v
?
m
in L2pΩ ˆ p0, T qq, which are consequences of [84, Lemma 5.10] as (3.5) and Lemma 3.4 yield
0 ď Dpmε, pε, vεq ď C1 and 0 ď c1vε1`vε ď c1.
The last term in (3.33) converges to zero as ε Œ 0 like in the proof of [83, Theorem 3.2]. To this
end, let C4pT q denote the constant from Proposition 3.6 and let η ą 0 be arbitrary. Then we fix
S ą 0 large enough such that C4pT qlnpS`2q ď η2 and deduce from Proposition 3.6 that
ε
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mθε “ ε
ż T
0
ż
Ω
χtmεďSum
θ
ε ` ε
ż T
0
ż
Ω
χtmεąSum
θ
ε
ď εT |Ω|Sθ ` ε
lnpS ` 2q
ż T
0
ż
Ω
mθε lnpmε ` 2q ď η2 `
η
2
for all ε P p0, ε0q with ε0 ă 1 such that ε0T |Ω|Sθ ď η2 , which shows the claimed convergence to
zero. (3.7) and (3.8) can be verified in a similar way in view of (3.32), (3.11), and (3.31).
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4 Numerical simulations
We study numerically several variants of the model (2.1). In particular, we consider constant and
variable phenotypic-switch transition rates (from proliferating to migrating cells and vice versa),
we compare our interspecies repellence approach with an acidity driven cell migration model, and
investigate the effects of degenerate diffusion, anoikis cell apoptosis evasion, and ECM remodeling
by tumor cells.
All numerical experiments are conducted over the square domain Ω “ r´2, 2s ˆ r´2, 2s on which
we prescribe homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. We augment the models with initial
conditions corresponding to a biological time where the development of the tumor has already
started. We assume in particular that as the experiments start, the proliferating cells (PCCs) have
already given rise to a certain amount of migrating cells (MCCs). We also study the effect of tissue
anisotropy and consider for the initial ECM density two different scenarios: one where the matrix
exhibits discontinuities in the form of stripes, and one where the ECM is continuous and randomly
structured. Namely, the ECM-with-stripes of initial conditions are given by
p0px1, x2q “
$&%0, if |x1| ă 0.05 or |x2 ´ x1| ă 0.1,e´px21`x22q{ε, otherwise
m0px1, x2q “ 0.0 5p0px1, x2q
v0px1, x2q “ 1´m0px1, x2q ´ p0px1, x2q
,/////./////-
(4.1)
for px1, x2q P Ω and ε “ 0.3.
The randomly-structured-ECM initial conditions are given by
p0px1, x2q “ e´px21`x22q{ε
m0px1, x2q “ 0.05 p0px1, x2q
+
(4.2)
for px1, x2q P Ω and ε “ 0.3. The ECM in this case is a structured random matrix produced by
an inductive process described in Appendix A; this was first introduced in [80]. We augment the
model (2.1) with the sensitivity functions (2.6) and employ in all experiments, unless otherwise
stated, the parameters Dc “ 0.001, ξ1 “ 0.4, ξ2 “ 0.1, kD “ 1, µ “ 0.1, µv “ 0.15 and δ “ 0.3.
The experiment-specific parameters are discussed in the corresponding experiment descriptions.
All parameter choices are in accordance to those in [7].
We refrain from a detailed presentation of the numerical method that we use but note that it is a 2nd
order Implicit-Explicit Runge-Kutta Finite Volume (IMEX-RK FV) scheme and refer to Appendix B
and [49,50,79] for more details. The implementations of the algorithms and the numerical simula-
tions were conducted in MATLAB [64].
Experiment 1 — Constant phenotypic switch rates. In this first experiment we consider
constant proliferative-to-migrative (PMT) and migrative-to-proliferative (MPT) phenotype transition
rates λpy, ζq “ 0.01 and γpy, ζq “ 0.002, respectively. The system is augmented, in turn, with the
sets of initial conditions (4.1) and (4.2) and the corresponding simulation results are presented in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. In both cases, the dynamics of the solutions are driven by the irreg-
ularities of the ECM and the interactions between the two cell types. We note that the density of
the MCCs increases at interfaces between higher and lower ECM density; this is due to haptotaxis.
The ECM is degraded by both types of cells and, due to the particular balance between the matrix
degradation and remodeling processes, the ECM infers a gradual depletion. The PCCs proliferate
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and due to the logistic type constraint they obey, they fill the “free space” left by the MCCs and the
ECM.
Experiment 2 — Dynamic phenotypic switch rates. In the next step we consider dynamic PMT
and MPT rates λ and γ that depend on the amount of cell surface receptors bound to insoluble
ligands in the tumor microenvironment.
We choose the MPT rate as a sum between a Gamma-distribution with respect to the amount of re-
ceptors bound to tissue and a bivariate normal distribution with respect to the variables accounting
(via receptors) for cell-cell and cell-tissue interactions on the cellular level:
γpy, ζq “ γ0 b
p
Γppq y
p´1e´by ` γ0
2piσyσζ
e
´ py´µyq2
2σ2y
´ pζ´µζq
2
2σ2
ζ , (4.3)
where we take γ0 “ 0.1, b “ 2, p “ 2, µy “ µζ “ 2, σy “ 0.5 and σζ “ 0.3. This choice ensures that
γ is largest when many cell receptors are occupied, thus limiting motility and correspondingly en-
hancing proliferation, due to the dichotomous behavior of the two phenotypes. Thereby, cell-tissue
interactions play a more prominent role than intercellular attachment, as cells can also migrate as
collectives.The PMT rate is modeled on the other hand by
λpy, ζq “ 2γ
1` e´m , m “ maxtζ ´ y, y ´ yrefu. (4.4)
Here we assume that yref “ 0.6. In this model the PMT rate exceeds the MPT rate whenever there
are more cell-cell than cell-tissue receptors occupied or when the amount of cell-tissue interac-
tions exceeds a reference amount yref of correspondingly bound receptors. If on the other hand
the amount of occupied cell-tissue receptors is small, but larger than that of cell-cell receptor oc-
cupancy, the transition to the proliferating type is dominant. In the case of no cell-cell interactions,
both transition rates are close to zero. These correlations are illustrated in Figure 4.
As in the previous Experiment 1, we consider both sets of initial conditions (4.1) and (4.2). The
corresponding simulation results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The comparison
with Experiment 1 reveals that the dynamic behavior of the MCC invasion and the proliferation
of the PCCs is similar, however the current regime can lead to higher densities of MCCs at sites
with higher tissue gradients, while lowering the cell density at less sharp cell-tissue interfaces (as
e.g., at the crossing of tissue strands in Figures 2 and 5). Thus, dynamic PMT and MPT rates
accentuate the effect of cell-tissue and cell-cell interactions, as they contribute to the source terms
of migrating/proliferating cells and hence to deciding the fate of cells. The accumulation of cells at
either side of the mentioned crossing of tissue strands is no longer visible in this scenario were the
phenotypic switch depends on the local availability of cells and tissue. The influence of dynamic
transition rates on the tactic behavior is more indirect, as the sensitivity functions χ1 and χ2 involve
the sum m ` p rather than one of the two cell densities, while the two phenotypes also act on v
in a joint manner. Figure 6 shows in a more pregnant way a similar trend: the cells have a higher
cohesion tendency, which leads to a correspondingly localized tissue degradation.
Experiment 3 — Acidity driven migration. In this experiment we replace the repellence between
the PCCs and MCCs by repellent pH-taxis. This is more indirect: both cell phenotypes produce
acidity, which they try to avoid, as it is detrimental to their functioning; in particular to their prolifer-
ation. The interspecies repellence is thus replaced by chemotaxis away from high acidity (i.e. low
pH). The haptotaxis is indirectly affected: the tissue degradation is now due to acidity instead of
direct contacts with cancer cells. To describe these effects we introduce a variable h representing
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acidity in terms of proton concentration and consider the modified model
Btm “∇ ¨
ˆ
Dc
1`mp`mv ` p v
1`m pp` vq ∇m
˙
´∇ ¨ pχ1pm, p, vqm∇vq `∇ ¨ pχ2pm, p, vqm∇hq
` λpy, ζq p´ γpy, ζqm (4.5a)
Btp “µphq p p1´ pm` pq ´ vq ´ λpy, ζq p` γpy, ζqm (4.5b)
Btv “´ δ h v ` µv v p1´ pm` pq ´ vq (4.5c)
Bth “Dh∆h` αpm` pq ´ βh. (4.5d)
We choose the PMT and MPT phenotypic transition rates λ and γ as in Experiment 2, pH-sensitivity
χ2pm, p, vq from (2.6) and use the parameters Dh “ 0.07, α “ 0.55, β “ 0.05 and δ “ 0.2 in equa-
tions (4.5c) and (4.5d). Here, again, we were guided in the parameter assessment by the choice
made in [7] for the chemotactic signal 1. As for all other model components we prescribe homo-
geneous Neumann boundary conditions for the acidity h, moreover we set its initial concentration
proportional to the initial PCC density, by h0pxq “ 0.2 ` p0pxq and consider acidity-dependent cell
proliferation in the form µphq “ µ0ph ´ 1q`, where we set µ0 “ 0.1. Thereby, h is a nondimen-
sional quantity, thus the proliferation rate µ actually refers to a comparison of the rescaled acidity
h˜ :“ hhT with the threshold proton concentration hT “ 10´6.4 (which when exceeded is known to
be lethal even for tumor cells [102]). In the plots we visualize the acidity in terms of pH levels, i.e.
´ log10phhT q.
The numerical simulation results corresponding to the initial conditions (4.1) and(4.2) are presented
in Figures 7 and 8. Comparing these simulations with the corresponding ones in Experiment 2 we
see that the MCCs invade a wider area and form smaller aggregates, while the proliferation of
tumor cells is reduced, simultaneously with a stronger tissue degradation throughout the domain.
Experiment 4 — Degenerate diffusion. In this experiment we consider a model variant in which
the diffusion coefficient in (B.2c),
Dc
1`mp`mv ` pv
1`mv ` pv ,
is adjusted to the degenerate version
Dc
mv `mp` pv
1`mv ` pv , (4.6)
which allows, among others, for very small diffusivities at low MCC densities. Moreover, as men-
tioned in Section 2, this quantity nullifies whenever two of the model variables become zero simul-
taneously. Apart from this modification, we employ the same PMT and MPT rates and parameters
as in Experiment 2. The numerical simulation results corresponding to the initial conditions (4.1)
and (4.2) are presented in Figures 9 and 11, respectively. These simulations are compared with
the corresponding ones in Experiment 2. We note that the present case leads to MCCs forming
very localized, relatively high aggregates which either merge into regions of high density or remain
localized (and large), while the PCCs are almost not affected. Such behavior is better visible in
Figure 9 and in the closeup in Figure 10; one can observe small “islands” of MCCs which are
“trapped” there by the fact that one of m, p, and v is (almost) completely degraded, while another
one has a relatively low density. A similar behavior can be seen when comparing Figures 6 and
1there it was uPA protease, which should be comparable with acidity; the production of proteases and acidity by
tumor cells are known to be tightly related
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11: the degenerate case allows for higher, more localized MCC densities, mainly near the invasion
front.
Experiment 5 — ECM remodeling by cancer cells. In this experiment we consider a model
variant in which the MCCs are responsible for the remodeling of the ECM rather than the tissue
itself. Indeed, there is abundant biological evidence that tumor cells are able to restructure the ECM
in a manner favorable to their migration, see e.g. [62, 106] and references therein. We therefore
adjust (2.1c) to
Btv “ ´δ pm` pq v ` µvm p1´ pm` pq ´ vq. (4.7)
Except for the matrix reconstruction rate, which is adapted to µv “ 0.5, we consider the same
parameters as in Experiment 2. The numerical simulation results are presented in Figures 12 and
13. Comparing with the ECM-with-stripes initial conditions of Experiment 2 (dynamic phenotypic
switch with self-remodeling of the matrix), shown in Figure 5, the results are quite similar - with
some higher MCC densities in the former case. Compared to the randomly-structured ECM initial
conditions, shown in Figure 6, however, we see the effect of cancer cell remodeling of the ECM
through a more fragmented support of the MCCs and higher concentrations closer to the propa-
gating fronts. Similarly, the domain occupied by PCCs exhibits more fractal boundaries. Overall,
the tumor will have a more infiltrative spread, with less sharp margins; such behavior is typical for
glioblastoma multiforme, see e.g., [65].
Experiment 6 — Anoikis effect. Cell–matrix interactions are essential for cell survival. When
detaching from the ECM, the cell cycle is arrested and a particular form of programmed cell death,
known as anoikis, is initiated. Cancer cells can, however, escape anoikis in the invasion process
[20,24]. In this last experiment we account for this aspect by replacing (2.1b) with
Btp “ µpvp1´ pm` pq ´ vq ´ λpy, ζq p` γpy, ζqm. (4.8)
In this approach the first term ensures proliferation only when the cells are in contact with the ECM.
The parameters chosen here are the same as in Experiment 2 with the corresponding simulation
results for the two types of initial conditions (4.1) and (4.2) being presented in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. Comparing with the simulations of Experiment 2, we note that when the ECM-with-
stripes initial condition (4.1) is considered the results are almost identical (compare Figure 5). On
the other hand, when the randomly-structured initial condition (4.2) is taken, the effect of anoikis
evasion of the cancer cells becomes clear through the higher tumor heterogeneity with more frac-
tured patterns and correspondingly lower PCC density in regions with stronger degraded ECM.
5 Discussion
In this note we reviewed existing models with multiple taxis upon classifying them in three cate-
gories, cf. Section 1. We then introduced in Section 2 a novel multiscale model with double taxis
belonging to the last of those categories. It describes tumor invasion, accounting for two mutually
exclusive cell phenotypes: moving/proliferating. The motile cells are supposed to perform nonlin-
ear diffusion and haptotaxis and be repelled by the proliferating ones. The phenotypic switch rates
depend on subcellular dynamics, more precisely on the amount of cell receptors occupied dur-
ing cell-cell and cell-tissue interactions; this -together with the dependency of the tactic sensitivity
functions on the (equilibria of) subcellular variables- confers the model its multiscale character. In
Section 3 we provided a global existence result concerning weak solutions to a simplified, pure
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macroscopic version of the model. Several issues remain open from the viewpoint of mathematical
analysis:
• Well-posedness of the full multiscale model (2.1), with diffusion and taxis coefficients which
are more general than those considered in the analysis of Section 3. In particular, sensitivity
functions like those in (2.5) or (2.6) should be allowed. Moreover, the diffusion coefficient
should be allowed to degenerate, e.g. upon choosing it in the form (4.6) instead of that given
in (2.1a). This type of degeneracy requires at least two solution components to become zero
and seems thus to be milder than e.g., the double degeneracy handled in [109,110] for pure
haptotaxis models (with and without phenotypic heterogeneity of the same kind as here).
The double taxis towards/away from immotile signals, however, can create supplementary
challenges.
• The boundedness of solutions remains to be proved even for the simplified model version
considered in Section 3 and is correspondingly more challenging for the more general ver-
sions. Same applies to the issue of asymptotic behavior of solutions. All scenarios simulated
here involved solutions which remained bounded for all times, however another choice of
source terms and motility coefficients and/or a different parameter regime might possibly
lead to singular structure formation.
• Comparison (in terms of qualitative behavior analysis) between the model (2.1) with hap-
totaxis and interspecies repellence and the corresponding formulation with haptotaxis and
repellent pH-taxis, like that investigated numerically in Experiment 3. Notice that considering
(4.5) instead of (2.1) changes the model category from (iii) into (ii), according to the classifi-
cation in Section 1. The model (4.5) features chemotaxis away from a signal (acidity) which
is partially produced by the tactic species and partially by the non-diffusing one, whereby the
growth of the latter is, in turn, influenced by that very signal, who is, moreover, degrading the
other tactic cue. This leads to intricate couplings, even in a single-scale framework with linear
diffusion. The question arises whether in spite of these, the haptotaxis-chemotaxis model in
category (ii) has better analytical tractability than its original counterpart in category (iii).
• Analysis of pattern formation for different model versions: the numerical simulations showed
the occurrence of various patterns, which seem to be influenced by several factors investi-
gated in the simulation scenarios: dynamic rates of phenotypic switch, degenerating diffusion
coefficients, form of the growth/degradation terms, initial space distribution of the underlying
tissue, direct (interspecies)/indirect (acidity-mediated) repellence.
Finally, we would also like to address some issues related to modeling:
• The way we built our models in this paper was rather heuristic, mainly relying on the bal-
ance of fluxes (diffusion, haptotaxis, interspecies repellence) and source terms for prolif-
eration/decay/phenotype transitions. It would be interesting to find a way allowing a more
or less formal deduction of such or related models from dynamics on lower scales (single
cells, populations of cells structured according to several variables) and more basic prin-
ciples. Attempts in this direction have been made in the context of cancer invasion e.g.
in [8, 11, 13, 14, 16–18, 30, 37, 51, 70] or for chemotaxis in other contexts e.g. in [5, 29], see
also [2] and references therein, to name but a few.
• We already mentioned the influence of the tissue structure on the tumor patterns. Here
we considered for simple comparison purposes two types of initial conditions for the tissue
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evolution. For certain real-world problems concerning tumor invasion the underlying tissue
distribution can be assessed, e.g. patient-specific brain tissue reconstruction from diffusion
tensor imaging (a variant of MRI) data. Understanding and predicting the patterns of tumor
growth and spread are of major importance, as they may facilitate diagnosis: to keep the
example of brain tumors, patterns observed on histological slides are used to grade the
tumor and thus to make a survival prognosis, see e.g. [46].
• In Experiment 3 we modeled the influence of acidity on tumor evolution, which was more indi-
rect than the interspecies repellence. A more precise modeling would have been to consider
subcellular dynamics for the interaction of the tumor cells with acidity. e.g. by characterizing
the occupancy of certain transmembrane units (specific receptors, ion channels, etc.) and let
the phenotypic switch rates depend on such variables. This idea was employed in [11,13] for
a more careful deduction of acidity-mediated brain tumor development and patterning leading
to macroscopic PDEs with another type of diffusion, but with similar taxis terms.
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A Construction of the randomly structured ECM.
The randomly constructed matrix that we use in our numerical experiments is defined inductively.
For the sake of simplicity we describe here the one-dimensional case, over the domain r0, 1q, and
refer to Figure 1 for a graphical representation of the same process in two-dimensional domains.
At first, a coarse approximation of the ECM is decided by setting the number of major “hills” and
“valleys” in the density of the matrix. Should this number be 8 (to coincide with Figure1), the first
approximation to the ECM is set
8ÿ
i“1
c
p8q
i XCp8qi pxq, x P r0, 1q,
where Cp8qi , with |Cp8qi | “ ∆xp8q for i “ 1, ..., 8, represent the 8 computational cells of the uniform
discretization of r0, 1q, and where the coefficients cp8qi are uniformly distributed random numbers
within r0, 1q. When we globally refine (by bisection), the domain r0, 1q is discretized by 16 equivalent
computational cells Cp16qi , i “ 1, ..., 16. Accordingly, the ECM is approximated by the simple function
16ÿ
i“1
c
p16q
i XCp16qi pxq, x P r0, 1q.
The new coefficients cp16qi interpolate—with the addition of some random noise—between the pre-
vious values, i.e.
c
p16q
i “
´
1` 0.002
´
r
p16q
i ´ 0.5
¯¯ cp8qti{2u ` cp8qti{2u`1
2
, i “ 1 . . . 16,
where t¨u represents the Gauss floor function, and where rp16qi are uniformly distributed random
numbers within r0, 1q. The first and last coefficients, cp16q1 and cp16q16 , are computed periodically
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(a) 8ˆ 8 (b) 16ˆ 16 (c) 32ˆ 32
(d) 64ˆ 64 (e) 128ˆ 128 (f) 256ˆ 256
Figure 1: Construction of the randomly-structured ECM with a sequence of grid refinements steps.
The first stage of this process is the construction of a random 8ˆ 8 grid (top left panel) with values
normally distributed in r0, 1s. This grid is progressively refined to the final (for this case) resolution
of 256 ˆ 256 (bottom right panel). At every refinement step the number of computational cells is
doubled along each dimension and the new values are obtained by a) averaging the values of the
neighboring cells of the coarser grid, and b) adding some random and normally distributed noise.
Periodic interpolations are employed at the “boundary” the discretization domain. It can be clearly
seen that the coarse structure of the ECM that was randomly chosen in the 8 ˆ 8 matrix is still
visible in the refined 256ˆ 256 grid.
with respect to the cp8q¨. values. The rescaling factor 0.002 is chosen so that the multiplicative
randomness/noise is adjusted to 0.1% of the interpolated value. A similar refinement process is
iterated until the desired resolution of the ECM is reached. Then values of the ECM density are
rescaled within the biological range of a minimum and maximum ECM density.
B Numerical method
To numerically solve the system we first rewrite model (2.1) for x P Ω and wpx, tq :“ pmpx, tq,
ppx, tq, vpx, tqq in the form
wtpx, tq “ Apwpx, tqq `Dpwpx, tqq `Rpwpx, tqq, (B.1)
where
Apwq “
´
´∇ ¨ pχ1pm, p, vqm∇vq `∇ ¨ pχ2pm, p, vqm∇pq , 0, 0
¯T
, (B.2a)
Rpwq “
¨˚
˝ λpy, ζqp´ γpy, ζqmµpp1´ pm` pq ´ vq ´ λpy, ζqp` γpy, ζqm
´δpm` pqv ` µv vp1´ pm` pq ´ vq
‹˛‚, (B.2b)
Dpwq “
´
∇ ¨
´
Dc
1`mp`mv`pv
1`mpp`vq ∇m
¯
, 0, 0
¯T
, (B.2c)
denote the advection, reaction, and diffusion operators respectively. The modified models consid-
ered in Section 4 can be rewritten analogously.
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For the discretization of the spatial grid, we consider a uniform grid of diameter h, and denote
by whptq the piecewise constant Finite Volume (FV) approximation of the exact solution w, that
satisfies the semi-discrete numerical scheme
Btwh “ Apwhq `Rpwhq `Dpwhq. (B.3)
The operators Ah, Rh, and Dh are discrete approximations of the advection, reaction, and diffusion
operators A, R, and D in (B.1) respectively. For the diffusion terms we use central differences and
central upwind numerical fluxes for the advection terms. At the interfaces of the computational
cells we use values of wh reconstructed by the minimized-central (MC) limiter, [97].
The semi-discrete scheme (B.3) is then solved with Implicit-Explicit Runge-Kutta (IMEX-RK) nu-
merical method, [77], that is based on the time splitting of (B.3), in explicit and implicit terms, in
the form
Btwh “ Ipwhq ` Epwhq. (B.4)
In the typical case, and also in the current paper, the advection terms are treated explicitly, the
diffusion terms implicitly, and the reaction terms explicitly. For the implicit part of the scheme we
employ a diagonally implicit RK method and an explicit RK for the explicit part$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
Wi˚ “ wnh ` τn
i´2ÿ
j“1
a¯i,jEj ` τna¯i,i´1Ei´1, i “ 1, . . . , s
Wi “Wi˚ ` τn
i´1ÿ
j“1
ai,jIj ` τnai,iIi, i “ 1, . . . , s
wn`1h “ wnh ` τn
sÿ
i“1
b¯iEi ` τn
sÿ
i“1
biIi
. (B.5)
Here s represents the number of stages of the IMEX method, Ei “ EpWiq, Ii “ IpWiq, i “ 1 . . . s,
tb¯, A¯u, tb, Au are respectively the coefficients for the explicit and the implicit part of the scheme. We
employ the L-stable and stiffly accurate scheme ARK3(2)4L[2]SA from [45] with Butcher tableau
given in Table 1.
To solve the linear systems in (B.5) we use the iterative biconjugate gradient stabilized Krylov
subspace method [96].
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Figure 2: Simulation results of Experiment 1 — constant phenotypic switch rates with the
ECM-with-stripes initial conditions (4.1). In this and the rest of the simulation results, the densities
of MCCs and PCCs are represented with isolines colored according to the displayed colorbars.
The density of the ECM is visualized by a variable-intensity color that follows the corresponding
colorbar. The MCCs, in their taxis-biased random motion, follow the gradients of the ECM and
accordingly their density increases over the stripes of the ECM. The ECM is depleted by both cell
subpopulations, which also limit its reconstruction. The PCCs obey a logistic-type growth and fill
the free space left by the ECM and MCCs; they moreover undergo phenotypic transitions back-
and-forth to MCCs according to the PMT and MPT rates λ and γ.
C Supplementary material
This part of the Appendix refers to video files of the simulation scenarios in Experiments 2, 3, and
5 performed using the randomly-structured ECM initial conditions (4.2). The videos are available at
https://github.com/nklb/multi-taxis-supplementary and can be downloaded using the links
below. We refer to the corresponding sections of the manuscript for thorough discussions of the
experiments.
Experiment-2---Dynamic-phenotypic-switch-rates.mp4
Experiment-3---Acidity-driven-migration.mp4
Experiment-5---ECM-remodeling-by-the-cancer-cells.mp4
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Figure 3: Simulation results of Experiment 1 — constant phenotypic switch rates with the
randomly-structured ECM initial conditions (4.2). Through their haptotaxis-biased random migra-
tion, the MCCs identify the higher ECM density regions and accordingly invade the surrounding
environment. The ECM and PCCs exhibit similar behavior as in the ECM-with-stripes case shown
in Figure 2; the ECM is depleted by the action of both MCCs and PCCs while the PCCs fill the
space left by the ECM and MCCs.
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Figure 4: The PMT rate λ and its relation to the MPT rate γ with respect to the amount of occupied
cell-cell receptors (ζ) and cell-tissue receptors (y) in case γ0 “ 1.
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Figure 5: Simulation results of Experiment 2 — dynamic phenotypic switch rates using the
ECM-with-stripes initial conditions (4.1). When comparing with the corresponding simulation in
Experiment 1 (constant phenotypic transition rates) shown in Figure 2, the MCCs can infer higher
densities at sites with larger ECM gradients, and lower ones where cell-tissue interfaces are less
sharp (e.g., at the center of fiber strands crossing), thus allowing for less cells to move beyond the
main fiber tracts.
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Figure 6: Simulation results of Experiment 2 — dynamic phenotypic switch rates with the
randomly-structured ECM initial conditions (4.2). Comparing with the simulation of Experiment 1
(constant phenotypic transition), shown in Figure 3, the MCCs’ invasion is here slightly more cohe-
sive, allowing for fewer, but larger local maxima. The density of the PCCs is thereby slightly lower
than in Figure 3.
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Figure 7: Simulation results of Experiment 3 – acidity driven migration with the ECM-with-
stripes initial conditions (4.1). In addition to the MCCs, PCCs, and ECM, we also visualize here
the pH levels. When comparing with Experiment 2 (dynamic phenotypic switch without acidity),
Figure 5, the effect of the acidity can be seen in the more extensive spread of MCCs, due to
chemorepellence by a self-diffusing signal, along with reduced proliferation due to hypoxia, and
enhanced ECM degradation throughout the domain.
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Figure 8: Simulation results of Experiment 3 – acidity driven migration with the random-
structured ECM initial conditions (4.2). Remarks analogous to those made in Figure 7 apply here
as well, when correspondingly comparing with Experiment 2 (dynamic phenotypic switch without
acidity), Figure 6.
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Figure 9: Simulation results of Experiment 4 — degenerate diffusion, with the ECM-with-stripes
initial conditions (4.2). Compared to the non-degenerate diffusion in Experiment 2, shown in Fig-
ure 5, we note that there is a similar extent of tumor spread, however with MCCs forming very
localized, relatively large aggregates (see also e.g., the closeup in Figure 10), while the PCC den-
sity remains almost the same.
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Figure 10: Closeup of the densities at t “ 10 in Experiment 4 — degenerate diffusion, with the
ECM-with-stripes initial conditions (4.2). Compare to Figure 9. MCCs form localized aggregates
while the PCC density remains similar as in Experiment 2 shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 11: Simulation results of Experiment 4 — degenerate diffusion with the randomly struc-
tured ECM (4.2). When comparing with the non-degenerate diffusion in Experiment 2, shown in
Figure 6, we note that the degenerate case leads to higher, more localized MCC densities, mainly
near the invasion front.
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Figure 12: Simulation results of Experiment 5 — ECM remodeling by cancer cells with the ECM-
with-stripes initial conditions (4.1). Compared to Experiment 2 (dynamic phenotypic transition with
self-remodeling of the matrix) shown in Figure 5 we see only a slight impact of the cell reconstruc-
tion of tissue; the results are almost identical, maybe with a slightly higher concentration of the
MCCs towards the invasion front and higher ECM degradation in the inner part of the tumor.
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Figure 13: Simulation results of Experiment 5 — ECM remodeling by cancer cells on a
randomly-structured ECM (4.2). When compared with Experiment 2 (dynamic phenotypic tran-
sition with self-remodeling of the matrix), shown in Figure 6, it is clear that the cell reconstruction
of the ECM leads to a more fragmented invasion of the MCCs invasion and to higher concentra-
tions along the propagating fronts. We moreover see that the PCCs exhibit a non-smooth bound-
ary/periphery in their support, and that the reconstruction of the ECM is localized where the MCCs
are located.
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Figure 14: Simulation results of Experiment 6 — anoikis effect on an ECM with initial condition
(4.1). Compared to Experiment 2, shown in Figure 5, the results are almost identical; no particular
anoikis effect is visible.
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Figure 15: Simulation results of Experiment 6 — anoikis effect on the randomly structured ECM
initial conditions (4.2). Compared to Experiment 2, shown in Figure 6, the effect of anoikis be-
comes visible: the tumor pattern is more heterogeneous (mainly due to the evolution of MCCs)
with correspondingly lower PCC density in regions with stronger degraded ECM.
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